Department: International Relations  
Faculty: Social Sciences

Course Title: Peace and Conflict Studies: Theory and Practice (MPhil/PhD, Optional)

Number of Credits: Four

Course objectives: Given the growing complexity of contemporary armed conflict in South Asia there is need to push the confines of the discipline of International Relations beyond conventional/or ‘given’ analytical template both in theory and practice. This course will provide a dialogic space to review theories, models and skills for theorizing causes of conflict and developing peace initiatives that can respond to deep-rooted contemporary conflicts particularly in South Asia. The attempt will be to build a healthy synergy between research, theory and perspectives ‘from the field’. The multi and interdisciplinary nature of the field of peace and conflict studies compels for a need to draw from the fields of sociology, psychology and other social sciences. The attempt is to facilitate firstly, an understanding of social theories that may prove useful in conflict analysis, secondly evaluate the usefulness of these social theories from the standpoint of practice, thirdly to assist students to develop critical acumen to construct useful theories for conflict analysis and transformation. The pedagogy for the course would be elicitive, participatory and would draw on multiple formats for the teaching-learning process.

Minimum prerequisites for taking this course, if any:

Course structure:

Unit 1: Understanding the Field (What?)
The central aim is to facilitate an understanding of ‘given’, ‘evolving’ and ‘possible’ agenda’s for peace and conflict research.

Unit 2: Re-Interrogating Theoretical Frames/Conflict Analysis (Why?)
The central aim of this unit is to facilitate firstly, an understanding of social theories that may prove useful in conflict analysis, secondly evaluate the usefulness of these social theories from the standpoint of practice, thirdly to assist students to develop critical acumen to construct useful theories for conflict analysis and transformation

UNIT 3: Critical Approaches to Peacemaking (How?):
The objective of this unit is to provide a dialogic space to review theories, models and skills for theorizing and developing peace initiatives that can respond to deep-rooted contemporary conflicts in South Asia and beyond. The attempt will be to build a healthy synergy between research, theory and perspectives ‘from the field’. It will attempt to initiate a dialogical process of enquiry and creativity in thinking about complex problems.

UNIT 4: Open House, Peace and Conflict Research in South Asia
**Reading suggestions:**


